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Abstract 

This research was created with the intention of analysing the interrelationship between cost and 

security in Cloud Computing for Irish SMEs. The main emphasis is placed on analysing the Multi-

perspective framework of cloud computing in relation to companies in Ireland. Five segments 

have been created to makes the research comprehensive. The first section outlines the core aim 

and objectives of the research and the significance of the study. The next section illustrates the 

knowledge obtained by reviewing a vast range of articles and journals. The main challenges and 

benefits of using Cloud-based services were also discussed in this section. In section three, the 

methods used in the research have been identified, along with the quantitative and qualitative 

analyses of the primary data. The fourth section interprets the data collated and analysed. The 

final section wraps up the project with the discussion and analyses of the findings. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Significance of the Research 

As opined by Mohammed, (2011), the adoption of cloud computing in an organisation 

makes it susceptible to security threats. However, the use of cloud computing in SMEs will 

significantly lessen the IT expenses and operational costs of the organisation. The security 

complications of cloud computing usually discourage new start-ups from implementing it into 

their businesses. Furthermore, the implementation of cloud computing is relatively new in the 

fields of IT and is in need of further improvisation and development. This research is conducted 

to analyse the prevailing determinant of cloud computing adoption and would furthermore 

suggest various approaches in tackling issues surrounding its implementation (Ali, 2019).   

1.2 Background of the Topic 

The decision to adopt cloud computing in start-ups and SMEs is usually a strategic one. 

This has both its advantages and disadvantages (Mohammed, 2011). The study shows that the 

cloud computing adoption rate in Irish SMEs is comparatively slower than that of other countries. 

The firms in Ireland have a huge concern for security. The databases of the firms hold all the 

financial data sheets and quotations of their customers (Ali, 2019). From a technical aspect, the 

adoption of cloud computing within the system may drive up the risk factors for the company, 

hence, the use of a multi-perspective framework to analyze the frequency of discrepancies using 

this technique. This proposed framework will help in mitigating the cost and security factors in 

cloud computing adoption by Irish SMEs (Kaur and Singh, 2018). 
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1.3 Research Problem 

The biggest turmoil of this research is the slower rate adoption of cloud computing in the 

organisation for long-term goal fulfillment (Kaur and Singh, 2018). Furthermore, the adoption of 

a slower rate of cloud computing may be recurring security issues that the company faced while 

adopting the technique. Besides, it has other attributes like privacy concerns, over-budgeted 

expenses, the integrity of the stored information, and slow service rates in small-scale enterprises 

(Dung and Sharma, 2017). The security and scope barriers also factor in the reluctancy for the 

cloud computing system adoption. Moreover, the inability of the system to provide effective 

decision making raises the question of the usefulness of the system in real-world business 

practices. 

1.4 Existing Literature 

With evidence from existing literature, it is evident that choosing the appropriate cloud 

computing services is a chaotic process that requires several forms of scrutiny like prioritization, 

selection, and ranking, which further helps in the decision-making process and full acceptance of 

the technology. As said by Dung and Sharma (2017), cloud computing technology is multifaceted 

in nature. Therefore, the frameworks chosen can be used to enhance the scope of the technology 

implementation in the SMEs of Ireland.    

According to Kaur and Singh (2018), the acceptance of technology usually depends on the 

efficiency of the technology. The effectiveness of a technology is usually determined by its level 

of security and its ease of use. For cloud computing in particular, the security perspective may 
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act as a major determinant in its adoption. However, other attributes like conceptual and 

theoretical reinforcements ensure the acceptance of cloud computing at the industrial level. 

Additionally, this technology plays a significant role in the decision-making process among its 

users in the associated businesses (Dung and Sharma, 2017).   

1.5 Research Aim 

The aim of this research is to analyse the security and cost-effectiveness in the adoption 

of cloud computing in the SMEs of Ireland. The research aims at establishing a multi-perspective 

framework that will work in bridging the gap between the cost-effectiveness and security factors, 

while implanting the technology into business operations. 

1.6 Research Objective 

The primary objective of the research is to analyse the determinants of cloud computing 

in Irish SMEs from cost and security perspectives. The secondary objective of the research is to 

identify the adversities linked with the implementation of cloud computing in an organization. 

The tertiary objective of the research is to analyze the effectiveness of a multi-perspective 

framework in bridging the gap between cost and security attributes of cloud computing. This 

detailed context of the research is intended to meet the objectives that illustrate the need for 

security prospects in the implementation of cloud computing in the SMEs of Ireland. 
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1.7 Research Question 

In carrying out a comprehensive research, the author has projected a primary research 

question based on the topic of the research. This primary research question was again used in 

framing some secondary research questions useful in the completion of the research. 

Primary question 

• What are the determinants of cloud computing from cost and security perspectives in 

SMEs of Ireland? 

Secondary questions 

• What security implications need to be considered while implementing cloud computing 

in Irish firms? 

• How a will a multi-perspective framework be effective in mitigating the gap between cost 

and security perspectives of cloud computing? 

• What are the adversities associated with the adoption of cloud computing in the SMEs of 

Ireland? 

1.8 Structure of the Study 

The format of the research has a colossal need for appropriate structure. The 

transparency in structure will give a clear approach to the readers. The detailed research 

embraces key parts of the research, namely, executive summary, introduction, literature review, 

methodology, findings and analysis, and conclusion. 
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Executive summary 

This section provides the readers with the synopsis of research. This part of the research 

is unique and often sparks the interest of the readers. 

Introduction 

This section looks to elaborate the outlining idea of cloud computing adoption in Irish 

SMEs with regards to creating a multi-perspective framework that aims to bridge the gap 

between cost and security perspectives. Additionally, the research objectives and research 

questions in this section have given dynamism to the research. 

Literature review 

The main focus of this section is to appraise several articles and journals to help 

demonstrate the use of a multi-perspective framework in cloud computing. Additionally, it 

provides a clear concept regarding the effectiveness of cloud computing in Irish SMEs. 

Methodology 

This section entails the application of various methodical instruments like the approach, 

design, philosophy, and methods for collecting and evaluating information. 

Findings and analysis 

This section comprises of the discussions that the researcher has acquired while collecting 

data from various sources. 
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Conclusion 

This section represents an overall conclusion for the project. This segment will also entail 

some suggestions from the author that may help in furthering the research undertaken in this 

project. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

2.1 Overview 

This chapter illustrates the relevant literature review of the research, involving the 

adoption of the Information Technology infrastructure, Cloud Computing (CC), in Irish Firms. As 

per the view of Ali (2019), the literature review is considered as the source related to the 

secondary collection of data for the thesis work and helps in portraying the primary theories and 

theme of the research topic under exploration. The main purpose of this chapter is to support 

the research content and to explain the research questions. It provides the background, 

concepts, theories, and models in relation to the research topic (Sahinoglu and Cueva-Parra, 

2010). It also helps in examining the significance of stakeholders, definition, deployment models, 

obstacles, and benefits in terms of Irish firms.  

The interrelationship between cost and security aspects in Irish Firms using a multi-

perspective modelling framework has also been demonstrated in this literature. It also provides 

strategic choices of Irish organisations to mitigate the issues that affect the cost and security 

aspect of Cloud Computing. This chapter will also help in recognizing the major facets that 

influence organisations and their security as they adopt CC in Ireland (Ali, 2019). In addition, the 

theories provided in this chapter also demonstrate a critical base for the relevant research and 

focuses on the major influential aspects. It also proposes a technique for supporting the decision-

making procedure while examining the advantages and threats of utilizing CC. 
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2.2 The background and concept of Cloud Computing 

The major concepts of cloud computing are related to the computational processes that 

are carried out on the cloud server. Furthermore, Madhavaiah, Bashir and Shafi (2012) argue that 

cloud computing is mainly carried out through computer servers connected through the internet, 

and this has largely developed due to the advancement of digital technologies and the internet. 

The main reason that cloud computing has become popular is that it has become much less costly 

for organisations to utilise services on its platforms rather than establishing their own digital 

infrastructure. Xue and Xin (2016) also argue that cloud computing contains features such as 

peer-to-peer computing, which delivers significantly greater computing power at a much lower 

cost. 

In the opinion of Cieplak and Muryjas (2015), the technology known today as Cloud 

Computing has gone through multiple transformations before reaching the form it’s in today. At 

the initial stages, the Cloud functioned as a grid providing service, under the SaaS (Software as a 

Service) process. However, with the ever-rapid changes in technology, this platform has fully 

developed into a computing platform, which could provide its users a flexible solution to several 

IT related needs (Linthicum, 2018). Moreover, this new platform does not require the user to be 

present at the location of the mainframe where all the computational work and the storage of 

data are occurring. This is only possible thanks to the widespread access to internet connectivity 

across the globe (Sahinoglu and Cueva-Parra, 2010). Thus, proving to be a valuable IT tool with 

which any individual and/or organisation could store, analyse, and access large segments of data 
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without having to worry about the overhead costs for installation and maintenance of the 

technology itself (Basar, 2010). 

 

Figure 1: Concept of Cloud Computing 

(Source: Cieplak and Muryjas, 2015) 

This is of great benefit to general IT service users in storing and accessing data, and as 

also for large-scale organisations, as the costs for creating a proper infrastructure is not present 

in the usage of Cloud platforms. As suggested by Sahinoglu and Cueva-Parra (2010), the only 

requirements for using cloud services in this case is by having a digital gadget such as a computer, 

tablet, or smart phone, along with access to a stable internet connection and a functional web 

browser in order to connect to the CC servers. Along with this, a very low subscription charge has 
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to be paid based on the amount of usage of the services and infrastructure on the in the Cloud 

(Cieplak and Muryjas, 2015). The overall user experience on this platform is quite seamless and 

analysis of large chunks of data can be completed by advanced analytical tools within seconds. 

This has increased its importance for companies that rely on Big Data Analytics to make key 

business decisions. Some of the most relevant examples of CC platforms are Gmail and the Cloud 

storage facility included in smartphone packages these days (Ruzic, 2011).  

2.3 Service models in relation to Cloud computing 

As opined by Kirthica et al. (2020), the clients in CC are completely customers of Cloud 

provision and are not responsible for upgrading services, maintenance, and procedures that are 

quite distinctive from the traditional on-premise computing methods.   

Table 1: Stakeholders of Cloud Computing 

Stakeholders Description 

Consumers Users of systems and cloud services (Messina et al. 2017) 

Providers Firms, which are accountable for providing CC services such as storage, 

server services and infrastructure, up-gradation of system and 

maintenance, and products. 

Enablers Firms that act as middlemen in facilitating the delivery, use, and sale of CC 

services (Dašićet al. 2016). 
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Regulators 
As per the view of Kaur (2016), It refers to the entity which is accountable 

for regulations and law enforcement to allow the CC transactions among 

stakeholders.  

 

From a technical viewpoint, CC can be categorized into four service or deployment 

models, namely, public cloud, hybrid cloud, private cloud, and community cloud. 

Public Cloud: As said by Kaur (2016), in this infrastructure, all the services are considered 

being delivered by the public network and offered as a tenancy or independent costing 

framework. In addition, security is considered among the major concerns while the services are 

presented over a non-trusted system. However, it is to be noted that the public cloud services 

are offered as publicly sold services, which indicates that the organisations delivering public cloud 

services have to follow the competition policies of their respective countries and regions where 

they sell their cloud services. Furthermore, public cloud service is rented out through a per-usage 

basis measured on bandwidth cycle and CPU usage. 

Private Cloud: According to Jin and Dong (2018), it is extensively utilized by solitary firms. 

However, the administration may be held internally or through a third party, whereas the hosting 

can be implemented externally or in-house. Private cloud computing platforms are usually kept 

as private properties, which indicate that private clouds are not publicly shared or rented out as 

a commercial service. Furthermore, the private clouds are used for the purposes of the tenant 

organisation only, which allows the organisation to configure it according to their own 

requirements. 
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Hybrid Cloud: Durcevic (2018) said Hybrid cloud consigns to a solitary firm that assumes 

two or more services of cloud such as public, community, and private. It also grasps the 

advantages offered by numerous cloud resources. As a hybrid cloud is a combination of the public 

cloud, private cloud, and community cloud, its usage policies and users are also combinations of 

these three types. The major advantages of hybrid cloud computing platforms are greater 

scalability and better chances of emergence of innovation in its usage. 

Community Cloud: It refers to a shared platform of the cloud for general business-

oriented firms. Ranger (2020) stated that the administration of the cloud may be either external 

or internal, and the price is spread between the users. This further assists in increasing mutual 

advantages as well as cost savings. Furthermore, a major advantage of community cloud is that 

it can greatly enhance the quality of the particular aspect of the cloud that is shared between the 

organisations. For example, if the security system is shared between the cloud user organisations, 

then each organisation gets better security at a lesser cost.  

As per the view of Carcary et al. (2014), CC is known to have three service frameworks:  

SaaS (Software-as-a-Service): This provides access to databases and application software 

by means of web services is given by service providers in terms of rent, rather than mounting 

them on the premises of the user. Khan (2014) stated that it utilizes two concepts; pay-per-use 

and on-demand software. 

IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-service):  Leasing access to overarching computing resources or 

generally data centres, additional resources, and virtual machines over the network. (Carcary et 
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al. 2014) stated the services are scalable by a massive number of fundamental machines and is 

offered on-demand to users. 

PaaS (Platform-as-a-service): Rahimli (2013) stated that it refers to a platform with all 

needed computing resources involving database, web server, and programming languages 

provided via service providers to the developers of software. It minimizes the price complexity 

for software management and the development of the underlying software and hardware 

capabilities. 

 

Figure 2: Models for Cloud Delivery 

(Source: Priyadarshinee, 2018) 

2.4 Potential benefits of Cloud computing 

From the viewpoint of Dziembek and Bajdor (2015), there are some widespread benefits 

of implementing Cloud Computing services and all the tools available with the cloud platforms 
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into business practices. The first among this extensive list of benefits is the advantage of Cost 

Efficiency. With the aid of cloud computing, an organisation can significantly reduce the cost of 

storing and protecting their vital data (Sether, 2016). Moreover, the tools available in the cloud 

platforms could allow a business gain access to information on multiple employees 

simultaneously, creating an ease of use in business operations and actions. Along with this, the 

pay-per-use model used by the Cloud platforms could enable business ventures to invest money 

more efficiently on subscription packages, as opposed to heavy overhead costs of setting up the 

infrastructure (Suakanto 2012). 

The next benefit is that of Security of the stored data on the Cloud Computing platforms. 

In the case of physical storage of data in an organisation, a file could be lost, stolen, or consumed 

by fire (Zanoon, 2015). There could also be a possibility of digital data being hacked from the in-

house data storage facilities of any company. However, the host organisations offering Cloud 

services have a secure firewall for preventing data theft by any malicious individual or 

organisation (Náplava, 2016). Due to this reason, many organisations are choosing to store their 

vital data on cloud platforms. Almost 90% of business firms making use of cloud services for in 

their organisational data have validated that there has been a huge upgrade in their data security 

with the help of Cloud Computing and its different services (Sether, 2016). 

According to Suakanto (2012), another great benefit of choosing Cloud Computing 

platforms, is the ability to recover data in case of any disaster. Amazon Web Services for example 

makes use of at least two Availability Zones, which are physically separate buildings housing data 

centres, in every geographical region for every application to make their service operations more 
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resilient to flooding or other natural disasters. This applies to the natural disasters like storms, 

earthquakes, hurricanes, etc., which could destroy the physical data storages of an organisation 

(Náplava, 2016). There is also the aspect of power outages when storms build up. Should a 

business decide to migrate their operations to the cloud, there would be the added benefit of 

having a secure backup of their data in digital form. Furthermore, 20% of cloud service providers 

propose a short recovery time for their client’s data, usually under a few hours, should technical 

problems occur (Zanoon, 2015). 

Another crucial benefit of cloud computing and its related services is the increased 

flexibility provided to the users in accessing their data stored on the platforms (Suakanto, 2012). 

Nearly 2.6 billion smart devices are connected to cloud platforms. With the help of cloud 

technology, users can access any data that they had been previously working on from their home 

desktops, for example, and pick up where they left off at their professional office workstations 

(Náplava, 2016). This creates a great advantage for executives and even lower level employees 

to access their client’s data or the products or services being offered by their organisations. This 

in turn helps businesses to progress further and gain sustainability in the markets. In all, it keeps 

the business wheel rolling at a much seamless pace (Rahimli, 2013). 

According to Susanto, Almunawar and Kang (2012), another potential benefit of cloud 

computing is that it helps in increasing efficiency, as working remotely helps in reducing office 

distractions and disturbances, which in turn increases the productivity of the employees by at 

least five hours per week.  Moreover, the concept of sharing resources based on grid 

computation and virtualization helps in enhancing productivity, as usage of workload is balanced 
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among applications. An added benefit of cloud computing is that it provides the accessibility to 

data in an efficient manner, with little to zero downtime. This is based on the grid computing 

structure which helps increase the service quality and provide premium levels of business 

operations. 

2.5 Adoption and innovative of Cloud Computing in Irish Firms 

According to Priyadarshinee (2018), Irish firms are considered wadding behind their 

European peers in utilisation of the cloud. Most of the firms in Ireland admit that they do not 

seem to have proper infrastructure that will help them cope with the rapidly growing business 

markets. As per the research of Equinix, it was revealed that 64 percent of Irish organisations are 

looking to move most of their business operations to the cloud, which is relatively smaller when 

compared to the 71 percent of their European counterparts (Rahimli, 2013). Gilleo and Lind 

(2016) conducted research among approximately 1,200 experienced IT professionals existing in 

the EMEA region, involving 100 Irish firms. Alsharo (2017) illustrated that cloud services are 

growing increasingly significant to firms. Though there is always caution when adopting cloud 

technology, 70 percent of organisations in the Irish region illustrated that there were minimal 

cyber security threats. As opined by Morgan and Conboy (2013) 45 percent of organisations 

considered prioritising security in the cloud using Identity and Access Management, a cloud 

feature that strictly regulates who gains access to specific services. Moreover, there is a huge 

proportion of firms that do not have a solid digital infrastructure.  
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Figure 3: Irish Firms Preparing Steps to Assume Cloud Computing 

(Source: Emeakaroha et al. 2017) 

Bhuiyan et al. (2019) stated that the ability of cloud computing technology to support a 

business’s growing or shrinking customer base, without incurring unnecessary charges is a vital 

one. This may not have been possible in traditional systems as a huge investment would need to 

have been put down for setting up the infrastructure, staff training, software development, etc. 

It can be inferred from the research that through the technological platform of CC, numerous 

opportunities await Irish organisations (Perdana and Suharjito, 2017).  
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The significance of the fact that usage of cloud computing platforms in Ireland is growing, 

is that the businesses in Ireland are becoming much more digitally oriented. Lin and Chen (2012) 

argue that this is creating a situation where the organisations have to maintain a high level of 

business objectives. Furthermore, the usage of the cloud computing systems in organisations is 

at a level where the developments of their overall business has become dependent on their cloud 

computing systems, either due to the enhanced security system or the enhanced user 

experience. Furthermore, Berman et al. (2012) argues that in Irish companies, the usage of cloud 

computing has also created opportunities for innovation due to greater computational power 

and convenience, thus developing business sustainability. 

2.6 The interrelationship between cost and security aspects in Irish Firms using a multi-

perspective modelling framework 

The study of LI et al. (2020) illustrates that both the security and cost aspects in Irish 

organisations are interlinked with each other through a multi-perspective modelling framework.  

As per the view of Dung and Sharma (2017), CC intends to shift investing from CapEx (Capital 

Expenditure) to OpEx (Operating Expenditure) as Irish firms purchase CC as an alternative to 

owning physical servers. (Biranet al.2017) This will help organisations avoid large sums of IT 

spend that could be injected into other parts of the business and help facilitate a more rapid 

growth for the company. Hence, the organisation may take advantage of the cloud to align with 

organisational budgets, which is a proactive measure and more efficient than constantly seeking 

the funds from the finance department or the CFO. Singh (2012) stated that CC adoption has 

experienced a considerable development and growth rate since its emergence in recent years 
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(Kumar, 2016). Moreover, it has become the top technology for firms throughout the world. In 

accordance with the reports of the leading indices, the CC market is estimated to reach $241 

billion by the end of 2020 (Durcevic, 2020). However, with the increasing use and adoption of CC, 

cyber security threats still linger within firms. Thus, if CC services are not maintained properly, 

and security measures not adhered to sternly, it could lead to a series of catastrophic events in 

the business world.  

In terms of cloud services, firms could mitigate the risk of information loss for huge data 

volumes by replicating the data throughout diverse data centres (Perdana and Suharjito, 2017). 

This is an indicator that Irish firms could assign less financial and human resources to security 

measures, involving operational, technical, and physical security. Bhuiyan et al. (2019) articulated 

that the amplified resource frequently surpasses that of several corporations or flush 

government agencies. Moreover, data might be replicated throughout diverse data centres, 

helping in minimising the threat of data loss. 

 

Figure 4: Prediction of Revenue by Investing in CC Services by Organisations by 2021 

(Source: Ranger, 2020) 
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Furthermore, Hmood and Al-Madi (2013) argue that the cost and the security aspects of 

cloud computing are highly interrelated, as it has been seen that greater security features in a 

cloud computing system generally costs more. For instance, one of the major security concerns 

for the public cloud computing systems and the hybrid cloud computing system is the chance of 

breach in confidentiality of the data stored on the third-party cloud server. However, T.G.K (2015) 

argues that to eliminate this risk, the most optimal strategy is to maintain a private cloud-

computing server that is inaccessible by any third party. Such an infrastructure costs drastically 

more. Similarly eliminating security issues such as DDoS vulnerability requires more robust 

software and hardware, thus increasing the overhead cost. 

2.7 Major problems interlinked with the cost and security fundamentals of Cloud Computing in 

Ireland Firms 

As governments and businesses keep shifting their business models from on-premise to 

cloud, few firms remain defiant to this seemingly inexorable march of the new technology. This 

is mainly due to their lingering concerns about data security in CC (Kumar, 2016). As per the view 

of Biran et al. (2017), the major security threats related to cloud computing are identity theft, 

malware data breaches, and malware infections. In addition, some of the threats are compliance 

violations, diminished consumer potential, and trust revenue loss.  
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Figure 5: Major Challenges Concerning Cloud Computing 

(Source: Weinman, 2017) 

As opined by Weinman (2017), security threat related to cloud computing has become 

the apex concern for Irish firms. Tari (2014) stated that while auditing a provider’s privacy laws 

and security, it is important to ensure the biggest threat, which is compliance, is taken care of. 

Organisations must mandate compliance with standards and regulations, regardless of where the 

data is being stored. With regards to storage, the firm must also ensure that the provider has 

stringent data recovery policies in place (Silva, 2012). However, it is clear from various research 

that the risk in cloud computing security has become a realisation for all Irish firms, be it large, 

medium, or small. Thus, it is key for the firms to execute a secure Business Intelligence (BI) cloud 

technique, which would leverage accurate security measures.  
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As stated by Shahzad and Hussain, (2013), Irish firms may easily exercise control of fund 

disbursements using the pay as you go model offered by different public cloud providers. 

Moreover, the scalable and predictive capabilities of CC services make it easier for Irish firms to 

predict and define costs and quantities (Messina et al. 2017). Thus, in order to optimize costs by 

conducting superior financial reporting and analyses (FRA), the administration reporting practice 

should be maintained, and policies should be automated, so the relevant problems in CC can be 

minimized. 

On the other hand, in the opinion of Moreno-Vozmediano, Montero and Llorente (2013), 

another challenge of cloud computing is risk involving costs. Though cloud computing is definitely 

a cost-effective measure that is taken up by Irish firms, constant upgrades may be required, 

depending on the expansion of the business. This could again be accessed through pay as you go 

models from public cloud providers. However, as cloud computing services are scalable nature, 

it becomes very tough to predict the exact cost. This can often become a challenge especially for 

small and medium size enterprises. Fortunately, there are ways of keeping cloud costs in check, 

but unprecedented costs still come up. 

2.8 Strategic Choices of Irish organisations in mitigating the issues that impact the cost and 

security aspects of Cloud Computing 

In order to minimise the issues associated with the cost of cloud services that many Irish 

organisations use, attention should be paid to the location of the cloud service host or provider 

(Alsharo, 2017). This could be a great step for the Irish companies, as locating a server close to 

their primary location would allow the user to visit the firm’s site with minimal downtime and 
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great user experience. Although the cloud mainly cloud focuses around remote access to 

computational services and data storage, physical servers and data centres are still needed for it 

to be fully operational. Some of the successful and well-known cloud service providers in Ireland 

are Novosco, ERS IT Solutions, MJ Flood Technology, Techsure Ltd., amongst many others 

(Priyadarshinee, 2018). In a situation where Irish organisations connect with their regional cloud 

hosts and strike a deal for service usage, a sense of familiarity could aid in reducing the pricing to 

a certain degree. Moreover, the trust between the host and the user could be bolstered in 

comparison to the CC servers located in other parts of the world, ensuring better security of the 

data (Fowley et al., 2018). 

As suggested by Perdana and Suharjito, (2017), another step that could be taken by the 

Irish business ventures, is ensuring security of their vital data. Various companies using cloud 

services can install personal anti-hacking software on their organisational mainframes. This can 

help in prevent data theft in the window where data blocks are being transferred from on-

premise to cloud databases. Although it could increase the cost of operations, it could also assure 

the Irish their data is secure and is protected by a multi-level defence system (Fowley et al., 2018). 

The firewalls installed by the CC service users can help shield them from hackers and malicious 

third parties trying to get a hold of confidential data. Furthermore, the tight security systems of 

the CC service providers can also safeguard the information once the transfer is completed. Thus, 

ensuring a higher level of data safety for the Irish firms using CC platforms and the services 

offered alongside them (LI et al., 2020). 
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2.9 Literature Gap 

The author of this research paper has attempted to investigate several articles and 

journals on the various factors related to CC. In many sources, there were only discussions about 

the conception of Cloud computing technology, whereas other materials elaborated on the 

benefits and drawbacks of the digital technology. However, very limited articles and journals 

pointed towards extensive usage of CC in the Irish business world and a broader analysis of the 

multiple perspectives involved with the usage of this service platform. There were a limited 

number of papers on the cost and security aspects of CC platforms as well. The author has 

designed this paper to fulfil the gaps in research mentioned above. 

2.10 Conceptual framework 

Figure 6: Conceptual Framework 

Multiple aspects of Cloud 

Framework 

Cloud computing in Irish 

Companies 

Major determinants of Cloud 

Computing 

Advantages of Cost and Security 

with the implementation of Cloud 

in Irish companies 
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2.11 Summary 

The above literature review defines the key problems, concepts, perceptions, and 

definitions, based on the research content. It illustrates the major challenges that Irish companies 

face in adoption-related issues while adopting or utilising CC services. The relevant barriers were 

exemplified by recognizing and analysing different perspectives and characteristics. It helped in 

developing a superior understanding of the impending challenges surrounding the adoption of 

CC services, and also address the active opportunities in leveraging the operations and activities 

of Irish SMEs. It also reveals that CC is considered a promising innovation in minimizing the 

conventional technological resource loopholes within Irish firms. 
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Chapter 3. Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

As a key measure for completing the research on the Multi Perspective Modelling and 

Analysis of Cloud Computing in Irish Companies, the author of the research has included this part. 

In this section various methodological tools used for collecting and analysing relevant data has 

been elaborated. Along with this, there are some considerations given to clarify the online survey 

and interview processes. Furthermore, the author has also focused on presenting more 

information about the technique that has been used for the collected information based on the 

key variables of this research. 

3.2 Design 

The research design aims to define the structure of the study and it also initiates the 

process that should be followed for achieving the aims and objectives of the study (Ponelis, 

2015). In academic research, there are three types of research designs that are used, namely, 

descriptive, exploratory, and explanatory. In this particular study, I have used the exploratory 

research design as exploratory research follows a process that investigates a problem that has 

not been thoroughly researched before. Cloud computing in itself has been thoroughly 

researched in the past but not much research has been done on the security measures that need 

to be adopted by firms for incorporating it into their operations.  Also, there hasn’t been an in-

depth explanation on some factors like the interrelationship between cost and security factors in 

Ireland using a multi perspective modeling framework. Thus, there is not much information or 
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data related to this subject. Therefore, I have opted for the exploratory research design so that I 

am able to acquire new insight from an existing phenomenon.  

3.3 Approach 

When working on a research, it is vital to have an approach which would enable the 

author to acquire authentic data in systematic way. There are two approaches that could be used; 

deductive and inductive (Wynn and Borrie, 2020). The former helps to deduce data in an 

objective manner, whereas latter guides information collation in a subjective way using non-

conventional theories or creating new frameworks. While making this project I have relied on the 

deductive approach, as the all the information has been collected from people familiar with the 

implementation or administration of CC in Irish business firms. Moreover, the objective outlook 

used in gathering the data aids in presenting an unbiased finding. 

3.4 Philosophy 

The use of a research philosophy has been identified as a crucial part of making an 

effective research project. Taking a closer look, there are two types of philosophies that are used 

for academic and social research, namely, positivism and Interpretivism. Positivism is used for 

analysing data sources that are analytical in nature, from factual knowledge gained through 

observation, while Interpretivism probes on interpreting data collected from various sources.  

Here I am considering the positivism philosophy as the information gathered via Google Forms 

and the interview questionnaires were analysed in a proper manner. This was possible based on 

the analytical nature of the data gathered using this philosophy (Jelicic Kadic et al., 2020). In the 
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case of Interpretivism, only interpretations are presented, and no analysis is conducted, thus 

making it less dependable. 

3.5 Choice of Research 

The choice of research helps in selecting the data to be used in the research study. As 

stated by Loomis and Paterson, (2018), this method of selection is based on two types of data in 

research, which might be qualitative or quantitative in nature. In this particular research, I have 

selected both the qualitative and quantitative methods of data collection as the study aims to 

analyze the security factors associated with the adoption of cloud computing and also establish 

the interrelationship between cost and security factors along with the issues associated with the 

cost and security factors. Thus, this will require both numerical data as well as qualitative 

information so that justice can be done to the research objectives. Therefore, I have used the 

mixed method of data collection involving both qualitative and quantitative data. This will help 

provide a deeper discernment of the study topic. 

3.6 Data Acquisition 

One of the most important aspects of completing a research paper is selecting the proper 

method of data collation in order to depict the most accurate and most valid information as 

possible. There are two major processes for collecting data; primary and secondary processes 

(Jelicic Kadic et al., 2020). In the former method, data is collected using human respondents, 

while the latter process probes the researcher to consider articles and journals as the main source 

of information. The primary method consists of two segments, namely, qualitative and 

quantitative. The qualitative segment emphasises on choosing learned people and conducting 
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interviews with them, whereas, the quantitative segment selects people with a basic 

understanding of the subject focused on a research.  

I decided to use both primary and secondary processes here, to ensure a balanced 

research. Furthermore, quantitative surveys and qualitative interviews with the aid of online 

platforms were also incorporated to make the process of data collection super-efficient (Jin, 

2011). The respondents were personally contacted by me using social media platforms and their 

consent had to be given before they could indulge in any form of participation. With the aid of 

both qualitative and quantitative data from respondents, the accuracy of the findings scales 

naturally; hence, the use of this specific approach. The secondary data acts as a support 

mechanism in the creation of questions that were used in the primary data accumulation process. 

3.7 Sampling Technique and Size 

In this research project, I made use of the non-probability sampling method. I found this 

method to be effective as I had the freedom to select respondents based on several factors rather 

than relying on random luck (Setia, 2016). Under this method, the convenient sampling technique 

was chosen as it proved beneficial to both the respondents and I in taking part and conducting 

the surveys and interviews at our convenience. This facilitates the use of digital mediums for 

primary data collection. For this sampling model, I shortlisted 100 employees from various Irish 

companies that have implemented Cloud Commuting in their organisations to help in completing 

the survey. In addition to this, 5 experienced IT analysts in Cloud Computing firms were 

handpicked for the interviews. The rationale behind the selection of participants was based on 

their connection with Cloud Computing and its Multi-Perspective Framework. 
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3.8 Identification of Major Variables 

When working this project, I identified some key variables necessary for creating the 

project. Contextually, the first major variable identified was the analysis process of the various 

determinants in cloud computing adoption using a multiple perspective approach. This is a crucial 

as the technology used for CC has various dimensions and aspects, thus a broader understanding 

becomes necessary. With this reasoning, the current variable was highlighted. Another important 

variable identified while working on this research is the security and cost factor for the Irish 

companies who make use of the services provided by the CC platforms and services. The issue of 

security remains one of the major concerns for people using the CC platform along with all the 

services available within it. This is primarily due of the absence of an in-depth understanding of 

the safety measures taken by the CC service providers. In addition to this, the cost of the services 

offered on the Cloud platform is quite tricky, as the price for commercial use varies based on 

usage in most cases. 

3.9 Techniques for Online Surveys and Interviews 

In this research project, the author has placed emphasis on gathering data using surveys 

and interviews. However, the change of dynamics in social interaction, imposed on us by the 

widespread of the COVID-19 virus, has confined us to the use of online platforms for data 

collation. Nonetheless, only willing participants were allowed to engage in this academic and 

social research for the surveys and interviews, as a mandatory consent had to be given by them 

before going on to participate in the research. Social media platforms were exploited in 

contacting the respondents for both the surveys and interviews. Their email ids were also 
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collected. Subsequently, the close-ended survey questions were created on a Google Form and 

sent to every respondent using the email addresses (Alam et al.,2014). For the interviews, open-

ended questions were created on Microsoft Word and were then sent to the interview 

respondents via email. However, the participants were engaged with the help of ‘Hangouts’ to 

get clear, real-time responses. For both these processes, the author had sent consent forms to 

the participants beforehand so that their consents were received before initiating data collection 

using online platforms.  

3.10 Validation of Online Surveys and Interviews 

The surveys which were conducted, aided by the use of the Google Forms and close-

ended questions, helped in collating realistic and objective data from people who have recurrent 

connections with CC (Alam et al.,2014). All the questions were formed using the major objectives 

highlighted in this research. Moreover, I also considered the literary sources that were used to 

conduct the literature review. Thus, the questions have a clear connection to the original subject 

of this paper. In the case of the interview questions, specific attention was given to the literature 

and the objectives. This was a necessary step as creating close-ended questions that can help 

collect in depth information requires a strong link with authentic and proven sources of data. The 

objectives acted as outlines for channelling that information. Moreover, the major variables 

highlighted in this paper were considered by me during the formation of the questions, thereby 

making the surveys and interviews valid. 
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3.11 Data Analysis Process 

I have utilised both surveys and interviews as processes for collecting appropriate 

information, thus two techniques have been used for analysing all the data. With regards to 

analysing the information provided by the participants of the online surveys, statistical and 

frequency analysis was used (Farouk and Zhen, 2019). This is very effective for evaluating larger 

amounts of information. The main task of analysis is conducted using charts, graphs, and Excel 

sheets. However, the process of assessing the information gathered from the interviews was 

different from the method mentioned above. In this case, the opinions of the IT analysts that 

took part in the interviews are comprehended, then the main content provided by them is 

analysed using content analysis process (Prasad, 2019). It is not possible to conduct 

statistical/frequency analysis for the interview findings as all the data is collected using open-

ended questions. The respondents were given freedom to share their opinions rather than 

selecting options. This allowed the frequency of the choices decide the major shifts among 

people’s opinions, thus, all opinions were evaluated to present the actual findings. 

3.12 Ethical Guideline 

While working on different aspects of this research project, I gave due importance some 

ethical aspects. The first ethical outline followed for this project was avoiding any form of 

unethical and inappropriate questions while creating the survey and interview questions. 

Additionally, emphasis was placed on avoiding the collection of any type of personal information 

in the demographic section of the questions, except for age and gender. Furthermore, all the 

data acquired from the primary data collection processes were kept under password-protected 
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laptops to avoid any leakage of the data. All the information gathered from surveys and 

interviews were only used for academic purposes. A strict guideline for protecting the data was 

applied using Data Protection Act of 2018 as a reference (Arora, 2019). 

3.13 Limitations 

The major limitations I came across while conducting this research were the high level of 

complexity and the necessity for longer periods. The main culprit for the high level of complexity 

in this project is the incorporation of both primary and secondary methods along with the mixed 

method of surveys and interviews. It can be very difficult to manage a research where primary 

and secondary sources are considered for collecting data. Concurrently, the addition of both 

surveys and interviews made the process even more difficult to manage on many occasions. The 

increased level of difficulty gave way to the higher rates of time consumption for the tasks, thus 

making the overall research strenuous at times. 
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3.14 Timeline 

Table 2: Timeline 

Task  Start Date  Duration 

Commencing the Research with Chapter 1: Introduction 07/Jul/20 1 

Background of the Research, Problem Statement, Scope and 

Outcome 

08/Jul/20 1 

Formulating Aim and Objectives 09/Jul/20 1 

Analysis of Existing Literature 10/Jul/20 4 

Starting Chapter 2: Literature Review 14/Jul/20 7 

Creating and Analysing the Research Themes 20/Jul/20 7 

Evaluating Research Gaps and Summarizing the data 27/Jul/20 1 

Developing Chapter 3:  Methodology 28/Jul/20 9 

Choosing Design, Approach and Philosophy 06/Aug/20 7 

Chapter 4: Data Collection and Analysis 13/Aug/20 6 

Chapter 5: Findings and Discussions 19/Aug/20 4 

Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendations 23/Aug/20 2 

Final submission  25/Aug/20 1 

 

 The above table consists of the outline for the estimated time that was required for me 

to complete the different tasks involved with this project. The evidence presents the data when 

the project was initiated and the date of the final submission of this paper.  
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3.15 Summary 

In this chapter, the main focus was on elaborating the different methodological tools 

which were utilised for collecting and analysing data. The design, approach, and philosophy used 

for making this paper were presented along with the chosen methods of information acquisition 

and the analysis techniques utilised. Furthermore, detailed information on the online surveys and 

interviews has been provided, along with the validity of the processes. There are also key pointers 

on the major variables used in this research, buttressed by an accurate depiction of the timeline 

for the project. 
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Chapter 4. Data Analysis 

4.1 Conceptual Idea about Data Analysis 

The main aspect of data analysis revolves around the evaluation of information collected 

by a researcher while working on a research project. As pointed by Karcher and Weber (2019), 

the data acquired using primary, secondary, or an amalgamation of both, can be valued as the 

core of a study. However, without the act of evaluation procurement, findings could be next to 

impossible. This is even more applicable in the case of a vital research paper such as this, which 

revolves around the Multiple Perspective Analysis of Cloud Computing, and the aspect of Cost 

and Security of the platform for Irish Companies. By reason of CC being a cutting-edge 

technology, it is imperative to have a proper assessment of the cloud platform and the services 

accessible to clients who subscribe to them (Carcary et al.,2014). This assessment has to be linked 

with Irish businesses, so that the influences of the CC services and platforms could be better 

understood in terms of cost and security.  

In the interest of finalizing the analysis of all the acquired information in a systematic 

manner, the author has considered two specific processes. The choice of having a statistical 

analysis with the help of tables and graphs can be best suited to conduct a thorough investigation 

on the frequency of options chosen by survey participants (Kent, 2009). This is very beneficial as 

it allows a researcher to explain the realistic data using mathematical equations and numerical 

divisions collected from actual people. Moreover, the readers can also understand the 

representations in a lucid manner, with the aid of tables and graphs to give a visual depiction of 
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the survey findings. Thus, this analysis process can aid in elaborating the opinions of employees 

in Irish firms that actively make use of CC services in their organisation (Carcary et al.,2014). 

The second process of analysis is dependent on the more detailed information collected 

via interviews of learned people, as in this case the IT analysts. In this aspect, the author collects 

information using open-ended questionnaire. It allows the respondents to share their opinions 

in a freeway rather than being limited to some options (Karcherand Weber, 2019). The overall 

information can be regarded as a comprehensive content as it covers wider ranges of data 

regarding the subject of CC and its influences on Irish Companies. After a clear idea is formed in 

the mind of the author about the data provided by the interview participants, the content can 

then be analysed by going through different sources of literature and matching it with the 

opinions. This helps to create a better understanding among the future readers. Moreover, using 

the findings various businesses operating in Ireland can improve their operations and utilise the 

cost effectiveness and the security features of cloud platforms in an efficient manner. 

4.2 Quantitative Analysis and Qualitative Analysis 

4.2.1 Survey Analysis 

Table 3: Agreement to Take Part in This Study as a Research Participant 

Options 
Frequency of 

responses 

Percentage of 

responses 

Yes, I agree and hereby give my informed consent 100 100% 

No thanks, I do not give my consent 0 0% 
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All the 100 respondents confirmed that they were above 18 years of age and agreed to take 

the survey as per the table and graph above. 

1. What is your age? 

Table 4: Age of the Respondents 

Options Frequency of responses 
Percentage of 

responses 

25-30 22 22% 

31-35 19 19% 

35-40 46 46% 

Above 40 13 22% 
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Figure 8: Age of the Respondents 

 

Among the total number of respondents who took the survey, 22% were between the age 

group of 25 years to 30 years. 19% of them were between the age group of 31 years to 35 years. 

46 % of the respondents were between the age group of 35 years to 40 years of age and the rest 

13% of the respondents were above the age group of 40 years. 
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2. What is your gender? 

Table 5: Gender of the Respondents 

Options Frequency of responses 
Percentage of 

responses 

Male 49 50% 

Female 49 50% 

Other 0 0% 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Gender of the Respondents 

From the above table and graph, it can be seen that there were equal number of male and 

female respondents, which means 50% were male and 50% were female respondents. 
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3. How long have you been working in this organisation? 

Table 6: Length of service in the Organisation 

Options Frequency of responses Percentage of responses 

Less than a year 16 16% 

More than 2 – 2.5 years 39 39% 

3 – 4 years 32 32% 

More than 6 years 13 13% 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Length of service in the Organisation 

As per the above given table and graph, out of the total number of respondents who went 

for the survey, 16% of them were working for less than a year in the organisation. 39% of the 

respondents were working for more than 2 to 2.5 years in the organisation. 32% of them were 
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working between 3 to 4 years in the organisation while 13% of the respondents were working for 

more than 6 years. 

4. In your opinion, what are the facilities provided by sharing technology in cloud computing 

systems? 

 

Table 7: Facilities that are provided by sharing technology in Cloud Computing 

Options Frequency of responses 
Percentage of 

responses 

Resource Pooling 9 9.1% 

Rapid Elasticity 17 17.2% 

Ubiquitous Network Elasticity 15 15.2% 

Measured Services 12 12.1% 

All of the above 46 46.5% 
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Figure 11: Facilities provided by sharing technology in cloud computing 

 

As per the above table and graph it can be seen that 9.1% of the respondents said that 

resource pooling was provided by sharing technology in cloud computing, while 17.2% of them 

opted for rapid elasticity, 15.2% opted for ubiquitous network elasticity, 12.1% of them opined 

measured services while a majority of 46.5% thought all the above were true 
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5. Who is responsible for passing information technology and data related responsibilities in 

your company? 

Table 8: Department Responsible for Passing It and Data Related Responsibilities in The 

Company 

Options Frequency of responses 
Percentage of 

responses 

The management 17 17.2% 

The management with support from the IT  68 68.7% 

The IT department 14 14.1% 

Other 0 0% 
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Figure 12: Department Responsible for Passing it and Data Related Responsibilities in the 

Company 

 

As per the above table and graph, it can be seen that 17.2 % of the respondents that the 

management were responsible for passing IT and data related responsibilities in the company. A 

whopping 68.7% of them said that the management with support from IT were responsible for 

this while 14.1% said that the IT department were responsible for passing IT and data related 

responsibilities. 

6. Where did you get the concept and application of cloud computing services within your 

organization? 

 

Table 9: Source of Concept and Application of Cloud Computing Services for the Respondents 

Within the Organisation 

 

Options Frequency of responses Percentage of responses 

Internal needs of the company 48 48.5 

Third parties 29 29.3 

For both 22 22.2 
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Figure 13: Source of concept and application of cloud computing services for the respondents 

within the organisation 

The above chart and table indicate that in response to this question, 48.5% survey participants 

stated that they got the concept and application of cloud computing from the internal needs of 

the company. However, 29.3% survey participants stated that they got the concept and 

application of cloud computing from third parties. Furthermore, 22.2% survey participants stated 

that they got the concept and application of cloud computing from both sources. 
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7. What services are being provided to the external parties via cloud computing services? 

Table 10: Services are being Provided to the External Parties via Cloud Computing Services 

Options Frequency of responses Percentage of responses 

Direct users (legally called 

personal data controllers) 

37 37 

Companies that then offer it 

to direct users 

35 35 

Both 27 27 

None 1 1 

 

 

Figure 14: Services are being Provided to the External Parties via Cloud Computing Services 
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The above chart and table indicate that in response to this question, 37% survey participants 

stated that the major service being provided to the external parties via cloud computing services 

is direct usage, which is legally called personal data controller. However, 35% survey participants 

stated that Cloud Computing service is mainly provided to eternal companies, who then 

redistribute it to the direct users. Moreover, 27% survey respondents have chosen both the 

options, and 1% survey respondents have chosen none. 

8. What number of records are currently present in your database cloud system? 

Table 11: Number of Records Currently Present in the Database Cloud System of Respondents’ 

Organisation 

Options Frequency of responses Percentage of responses 

Up to 50 8 8.2 

51-100 28 28.6 

101-500 52 53.1 

500 10 10.2 
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Figure 15: Number of records currently present in the database cloud system of respondents’ 

organisation 

The above chart and table indicate that in response to this question, 8.2% survey participants 

stated that up to 50 records are currently present in their cloud database, and 28.6% survey 

participants stated that 51-100 records are currently present in their cloud database. 

Furthermore, 53.1% survey participants stated that 101-500 records are currently present in their 

cloud database, and 10.2% survey participants stated that 500 records are currently present in 

their cloud database. 
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9. What kind of protection do you use for safeguarding personal data? 

Table 12: Protections used for Safeguarding Personal Data 

Options Frequency of responses Percentage of responses 

ISO standard for IT security 45 45 

Firewall 31 31 

Rule guidelines for data 

protection 

24 24 

 

 

Figure 16: Protections used for safeguarding personal data 

The above chart and table indicate that in response to this question, 45% survey participants 

stated that they use ISO standard for IT security for safeguarding personal data, and 31% survey 
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participants stated that they use Firewall for the same purpose. Furthermore, 24% survey 

participants stated that they follow rule guidelines for protecting personal data. 

10. What are the major GDPR specific challenges affecting the security of data stored in the 

cloud computing system? 

Table 13: Major GDPR Specific Challenges Affecting the Security of Data Stored in The Cloud 

Computing System 

Options Frequency of responses Percentage of responses 

Data Portability and 

Implementing Retention of 

data 

28 28.3 

Potential Breach of 

Responses and Ineffective 

Coordination 

24 24.2 

All of the above 47 47.5 
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Figure 17: Major GDPR Specific Challenges Affecting the Security of Data Stored in The Cloud 

Computing System 

The above chart and table indicate that in response to this question, 28.3% survey 

participants stated that the major GDPR specific challenge is data portability and implementing 

retention of data, which affects the security of data stored in the cloud computing system. 

However, 24.2% survey respondents have selected the potential breach of responses and 

ineffective coordination as the major challenge against data security. Furthermore, 47.5% survey 

participants have selected both the options (i.e. All of the above). 
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  Table 14: Security Threats Associated with the Adoption of Cloud Computing Services 

 

 
Figure 18: Security Threats Associated with The Adoption of Cloud Computing 

 

The above table and graph show that 36.4% of the participants have agreed that data 

access to unwanted cloud services is the major security threat associated with the adoption of 

CC services. However, 39.4% of the total respondents opined that breaches in confidentiality are 

the major threats against adoption of cloud computing services. The remaining 24.2% of the 

Options Frequency of Response Percentage of response 

Data Access to unwanted 

cloud services 

36 36.4 

Breaches in confidentiality 39 39.4 

Data Piracy 24 24.2 
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participants have chosen the option of data piracy as the most important security threat 

associated with the adoption of cloud computing services. 

Table 15: Benefits Associated with Adopting Cloud Computing to Irish SMEs 

Options Frequency of Responses Percentage of Responses 

Advanced and flexible IT 

services at cheap costs 

44 44.9 

Low investment and potential 

leverage 

32 32.7 

Greater competitiveness 22 22.4 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Benefits Associated with Adopting Cloud Computing to Irish SMEs 
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The above table and graph show that 44.9% of the respondents have chosen the 

advanced and flexible IT services at cheap costs as major benefits in adoption of cloud computing 

to Irish SMEs. However, the next option of low investment and potential leverage has been 

selected by the 32.7% of the respondents. For the last option of greater competitiveness, only 

22.4% of the participants have chosen it as the major benefit for adopting the cloud computing 

services in Irish SMEs. 

Table 16: Useful Means of Cloud Computing Services to Further Assist Risk Management in 

Irish SMEs 

Options Frequency of Responses Percentage of Responses 

Strengthening data security 54 54 

Limiting User Access 27 27 

Securing third-party 

Validation 

19 19 
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Figure 20: Useful Means of Cloud Computing Services to Further Assist Risk Management in 

Irish SMEs 

The above graph and table show that 54% of the overall respondents agree with the 

option that cloud-computing services are necessary for strengthening data security and they 

further assist in risk management in Irish SMEs. However, against this statement the next 27% of 

the respondents opined that limiting user access in cloud computing services could further assist 

risk management in Irish SMEs. In the last option of securing third-party validation, only 19% of 

the respondents have chosen it for cloud computing services to further assist in risk management 

in Irish SMEs. 
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Table 17: Multi-Perspective Modelling Approach Helps to Overcome Cost and Security 

Concerns 

Options Frequency of Responses Percentage of Responses 

Strongly Agree 32 32 

Agree 53 53 

Neither agree or disagree 11 11 

Disagree 2 2 

Strongly disagree 2 2 

 
Figure 21: Multi-Perspective Modelling Approach Helps to Overcome Cost And Security 

Concerns 

The above graph and table show that 53% of the participants have agreed with the 

statement that implementation of a multi-perspective modelling approach can help in integrating 
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and overcoming the cost and security concerns. Moreover, 32% people of the respondents have 

strongly agreed that the mentioned approach helps overcome cost and security concerns. 

However, it has been observed that 11% of the participants neither agree nor disagree with this 

statement. Apparently, only 2% of the respondents have completely disagreed with this question. 

The remaining 2% have strongly disagreed with this opinion.  

4.2.2 Interview Transcript 

Interview 1: 

Me: “Hello ******, good morning, thank you so much for taking some time off your busy 

schedule for this interview. I am going to ask some questions about Cloud Computing and its 

usage in Irish companies.” 

First IT Analyst: “You’re welcome, I am glad to help.” 

Me: “What is the main benefit for choosing Cloud Computing services by Irish Companies?” 

First IT Analyst: “The technology is developing very quickly in recent times and with it, the Cloud 

Computing technology has been improving in a drastic manner. So, choosing CC services can help 

companies in Ireland to improve their market analysis process, even when there are large chunks 

of data. The rate of accuracy in analyzing data and storing it in a systematic way can also 

increase.” 

Me: “Can a multi-perspective framework for CC help the business ventures in Ireland grow and 

flourish? If yes, why?” 
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First IT Analyst: Yes, I believe that with a multi-perspective framework, Irish companies would 

have better access and maintenance of the data collected during the publication of annual 

reports. This can help them keep a track of their success and avoid the failures from previous 

years” 

Me: “Is the process of incorporating Cloud Computing beneficial for managing cost of operations? 

How will it ponder?” 

First IT Analyst: “Yes, in my experience the use of CC can be a great way in managing operational 

costs. With the implementation of Cloud services, an organisation will be able to limit the amount 

of money and manpower needed to manage all the information in physical form. It can also help 

to reduce the cost of sharing that information physically within the firm and its stakeholders.” 

Me: “Can the Cloud Computing services be secure for usage when operating with crucial data? If 

yes, how?” 

First IT Analyst: “Yes, I am in agreement that Cloud Computing is safe to use for various business 

ventures in Ireland. It is based on the fact that CC platforms are often protected with multiple 

firewalls. Moreover, the cloud spaces are password protected so important data stored by the 

clients are safe in the cloud platforms.” 

Me: “What are the hurdles faced by organisations based in Ireland in terms of adapting to 

different services like data analysis and storage provided by CC service providers?” 

First IT Analyst: “I think the biggest hurdle for adapting to CC services such as online data 

computation and storage can be the changes of organisational policies. Integration of CC services 
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cannot work with age old business policies and changing organisational policies can be a time-

consuming affair.” 

Me: “Thank you so much for taking part in this interview.” 

First IT Analyst: “No problem, and all the best in your research.” 

Interview 2: 

Me: “Good morning *****, thank you for agreeing to this interview. I would like to ask for your 

opinions using specific questions regarding the cost and security of Cloud Computing in relation 

to Irish companies.” 

Second IT Analyst: “Good morning. No worries you may go ahead.” 

Me: “What is the main benefit for choosing Cloud Computing services by Irish Companies?” 

Second IT Analyst: “Many global businesses are making of digital technology to ease their 

operations. If the companies operating in Ireland choose to incorporate CC services into their 

systems, they will be able to achieve more scalability and also tailor their operations to the 

current the market conditions in an effective way.” 

Me: “Can a multi-perspective framework for CC help the business ventures in Ireland grow and 

flourish? If yes, why?” 

Second IT Analyst: “Absolutely! I think there is a great prospect for various businesses operating 

in Ireland if they choose to make use of a multi-perspective framework of Cloud Computing. It 

will help companies attain a certain level of flexibility when handling their computational 
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resources using cloud platforms. As a result, that business will be able to operate more 

efficiently” 

Me: “Is the process of incorporating Cloud Computing beneficial for managing cost of operations? 

How will it ponder?” 

Second IT Analyst: “Yes, I believe it is. Using cloud computing services could really help in cost 

management. The use of cloud-based operations in a company could help them avoid building 

technological infrastructure from scratch. It would also help in advanced data analysis and huge 

data storage. Different data can be evaluated on remote servers with the use of smart phones 

and laptops. The storage of results could also be done remotely, eliminating the need for 

sophisticated hardware.” 

Me: “Are Cloud Computing services secure for usage when handling crucial data? If yes, how?” 

Second IT Analyst: “Yes, I believe that with the help of Cloud Computing services, Irish 

organisations will be able to safeguard all of their important data. The CC servers are remote and 

unless a cleared member of an organization has access to the password, they will not be granted 

access to any data on the servers.” 

Me: “What are the challenges faced by organisations based in Ireland in terms of adapting to 

different services like data analysis and storage provided by CC service providers?” 

Second IT Analyst: “For businesses in the Irish markets one of the major issues in applying CC 

services like the computational and data sharing tools, is the lack of proper knowledge about the 
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service. Many people have a limited understanding about cloud, thus implementing it becomes 

a challenging task for companies.” 

Me: “Thank you so much for your input and time in this interview. Do have a great day.” 

Second IT Analyst: “You are most welcome. Have a great day too” 

Interview 3: 

Me: “Good morning ***, thank you for giving your time for this interview. I will be asking five 

questions about Cloud Computing and its Cost and Security factors in companies in Ireland.” 

Third IT Analyst: “Good morning and I am happy to help.” 

Me: “What can be the main benefit for choosing Cloud Computing services by Irish Companies?” 

Third IT Analyst: “All the successful organisations are shifting their operations to the digital 

platforms in this modern era. If the Irish companies take the consideration of using CC services, 

then they will be able to operate in the digital markets in a smooth way. Open channels can be 

created with the help of cloud, which can be used by customers to find information about some 

product or services and purchase it online.” 

Me: “Can a multi-perspective framework for CC help the business ventures in Ireland to grow and 

prosper? If yes, why?” 

Third IT Analyst: Yes, I understand that having the multi-perspective framework for CC will allow 

Irish companies to create a collaborative network with their partner companies. This can work as 
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a channel for sharing data without the fear of leakage. As a result of this, the companies will be 

able to improve their operations and gain market growth.” 

Me: “Is the process of incorporating Cloud Computing beneficial for managing cost of operations? 

How will it ponder?” 

Third IT Analyst: “Yes, I believe that having CC can help in sharing of data across the globe in a 

safe and secure manner. In the old days, when people were sent for such errands, the 

organisation would have had to cover all the expenses for the trip. However, this was a costly 

and time-consuming process. But with the aid of Cloud Computing platforms information can be 

sent within minutes using end to end encryptions, thus saving a lot of cost.” 

Me: “Can the Cloud Computing services be secure for usage when operating with crucial data? If 

yes, how?” 

Third IT Analyst: “Yes, CC services are very much secure as the service providers install multiple 

firewalls and anti-hacking methods for every data vault. Furthermore, in case of data loss from 

technical issues, the service providers can find all the lost information within a few hours.” 

Me: “What are the hurdles faced by organisations based in Ireland in terms of adapting to 

different services like data analysis and storage provided by CC service providers?” 

Third IT Analyst: “I think the only hurdle in the face of adapting CC services like analytical tools 

and data vaults, is the lack of proper training amongst the people using it. Many organisations in 

Ireland have not given training to their staff for handling the CC service platforms,”  
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Me: “Thank you again for your cooperation.” 

Third IT Analyst: “You are welcome.” 

Interview 4: 

Me: “Hello ****** and good morning. Thank you for taking the time out for this interview.” 

Fourth IT Analyst: “It’s alright, go ahead and start the interview.” 

Me: “What could be the main benefit for choosing Cloud Computing services by Irish 

Companies?” 

Fourth IT Analyst: “The main benefit of choosing Cloud Computing services is the automatic 

process of gaining better services with the further development of the Cloud technology. This 

could improve the business operations in a great way.” 

Me: “Can a multi-perspective framework for CC help the business ventures in Ireland to grow and 

prosper? If yes, why?” 

Fourth IT Analyst: No, in this case I think having a multi-perspective framework can complicate 

the overall process as many people are yet unaccustomed with the technology.” 

Me: “Is the process of incorporating Cloud Computing beneficial for managing cost of operations? 

How will it ponder?” 

Fourth IT Analyst: “No, I think the initial cost of creating awareness and providing training 

programs for employees can be costly for Irish companies, especially the SMEs. It would be best 
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if the organisations can wait a few years until the majority of people are knowledgeable about 

and adept in using CC.” 

Me: “Can the Cloud Computing services be secure for usage when operating with crucial data? If 

yes, how?” 

Fourth IT Analyst: “No, there are many competent hackers around the world who can even hack 

government databases; compared to it the security protocols in Cloud are weaker. It can be said 

that CC platforms are somewhat secure.” 

Me: “What are the hurdles faced by organisations based in Ireland in terms of adapting to 

different services like data analysis and storage provided by CC service providers?” 

Fourth IT Analyst: “I believe the main challenge for Irish companies to integrate Cloud Computing 

services like analysing and storing information in a remote way is complexity of managing private 

cloud spaces. Due to lack of understanding, the building and managing private spaces on cloud 

platforms can be difficult for many people” 

Me: “Thank you for your responses.” 

Fourth IT Analyst: “No problem.” 
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Interview 5: 

Me: “Good Morning ****, thank you so much for providing your valuable time and attending this 

interview. Here, I am going to ask you a few questions related to Cloud Computing Services and 

its presence in Irish companies.” 

Fifth IT Analyst: “Sure, it will be a pleasure for me to guide you.” 

Me: “What can be the main benefits for choosing Cloud Computing services by Irish Companies?”  

Fifth IT Analyst: “I think that there are huge changes in the modern technology nowadays and 

the Irish organisations are adopting these changes to experience some betterment in their data 

saving and accessing technique.  Meanwhile, the companies in Ireland could get advanced and 

flexible IT services at cheap costs by using the advancements of Cloud Computing services.” 

Me: “Can a multi-perspective framework for CC help the business ventures in Ireland to grow and 

prosper? If yes, why?” 

Fifth IT Analyst: “Yes, definitely it can. Because, the recent ventures in Ireland need to deal with 

a large amount of raw data from the past and sorting them for future access is necessary for 

them. I believe that the use of a multi-perspective framework in Cloud Computing would help 

the companies in maintaining this huge amount of data and access required for yearly audits. I 

think that growth and prosperity could develop well for the Irish companies if they can implement 

technological advancement as much as possible to store and maintain the valuable data.” 
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Me: “Is the process of incorporating Cloud Computing beneficial for managing cost of operations? 

How will it ponder?” 

Fifth IT Analyst: “Well, in most of the cases I admit with the cost efficiencies of Cloud Computing 

services used for managing operations. It is obvious that the smart technology used for 

maintaining raw data can easily reduce the cost of labor and involvement of human resources in 

an organisation. In this context, I would also want to say that the huge preference of Cloud 

Computing would decrease the demand of physical labour and may create risk to a number of 

people’s jobs. So, it would depend on the management’s ability to make a balance in between 

these two aspects.” 

Me: “Can the Cloud Computing services be secure for usage when operating with crucial data? If 

yes, how?” 

Fifth IT Analyst: “No, I do not completely agree about the security encryption of cloud computing 

service while operating with crucial data. Considering the cases happened in recent business 

ventures in Ireland, my opinion would stand quite against the security aspect of this service. This 

is a completely digital data saving technology and may face difficulties, such as loss of data due 

to technical errors.” 

Me: “What are the hurdles faced by organisations based in Ireland in terms of adapting to 

different services like data analysis and storage provided by CC service providers?” 

Fifth IT Analyst: “I think that in most of the Ireland-based companies, the most common hurdle 

faced by the management is to re-training the old employees to gain expertise in using the Cloud 
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Computing services. Most of them need to learn the techniques of data analysis by using the new 

form of technological tool in their daily works. However, I think that it is a matter of time and 

practice to get accustomed with the advancements and deliver well-developed CC services.” 

Me: “Thank you so much for your valuable time and responses.” 

Fifth IT Analyst: “You’re welcome. Have a good day.” 

4.3 Findings 

When the 100 employees were asked to take part in the surveys, they all agreed to be a 

part of this research wholeheartedly. This highlights the fact that all the respondents were willing 

to take part in the surveys. Moreover, it was verified that there was no respondent below the 

age of 18 years. 46% employees were in the age group of 35-40 years, 22% were from 25-30 

years, 19% were from to 31-35 years, and only 13% were beyond 40 years of age. This indicates 

that among the participants, the middle aged and young people were enthusiastic about 

attending a survey on Cloud Computing. 

Furthermore, it was noticed that the researcher had chosen 50% male and 50% female 

participants. This is a great way for providing equal opportunities for people belonging to both 

gender groups to share their responses about Cloud Computing and the aspect of Cost and 

Security in relation to Irish companies. In the case of working experience, it was observed that 

39% employees had been working for 2-2.5 years, thus making their responses somewhat 

thoughtful and knowledgeable. 32% had an experience of 3-4 years, thus making their results 

important for the research. 16% had been employed for less than a year, however, these people 
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could have a unique technical knowledge about the Cloud, and so their opinions could not be 

ignored all together. On the other hand, 13% had over 6 years of experience under their belt, so 

they have an adept knowledge about business operations. Hence, all the respondents brought 

different elements for this research. 

When asked about the facilities for CC, 9.1% were familiar with resource pooling on the 

digital platform, which can reduce the cost for buying resources. 17.2% pointed to the rapid 

elasticity for adapting operations with situational changes in the markets. Along with this, 15.2% 

respondents chose the benefit of Ubiquitous Network Elasticity, which allows different systems 

to have a flexible network for sharing all types of data among all members of an organisation. 

12.1% chose the facility of measured services. This is essential for keeping track of usage of the 

CC platforms. However, 46.5% decided to support the fact that CC platforms provide all of the 

above-mentioned facilities, suggesting a better knowledge of the service among this group of 

people. 

For the question about the responsibility for data and information technology, 68.7% of 

the 100 respondents opined that management, supported by the IT division, looks after this 

responsibility. It points to the systematic process within their organisations for handling vital 

factors related to data management and information sharing. In the case of 17.2% and 14.1% of 

the 100 respondents, the opinion on managers and IT departments respectively, taking on this 

responsibility in business firms, creates more complications in operations for those companies. 

A balance of IT and Management departments is crucial for business success. 
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When responding to the question about getting the concept and application of CC 

services, 48.5% pointed to internal needs of the company. This helps in understanding that Irish 

companies are becoming more focused on creating awareness about CC and its usage. 29.3% of 

the 100 candidates suggested involvement of third parties, presenting another side of the Cloud 

Computing market. However, 22.2% responded that both factors were considered when getting 

to know and applying CC services in companies, proving the use of better process in this case. For 

the next question regarding the services being provided to external parties via CC services, 37% 

selected the “direct users” option, suggesting that their organisations are directly dealing with 

Cloud Computing service providers. Contrary to this, 35% of the respondents suggested that their 

organisations are subscribing to CC services from the direct users, as they do not have 

connections with main service providers. Along with this, 27% of them pointed out that the 

companies they are employed by use both sources for receiving CC services. 

In the case of number of records stored in cloud databases, 8.2% of people mentioned 

that their organisation has the capacity of storing up to 50 data records on their cloud storages. 

This suggests lower a level of subscription. 28.1% chose 51-100 data-block recording spaces in 

their cloud storages. 53.1% of the 100 candidates who highlighted that their organisations have 

a moderate level of subscription for CC services, aid they can store 101 to 500 data records. Only 

10.2% of participants presented a response for a high capacity cloud service, which can store 500 

data-blocks. When asked about data security, 45% mentioned about the usage of ISO standard 

for IT security in their organisations. 31% people only emphasised the use of firewalls, which is 

also an effective measure to prevent data theft. However, 24% of the respondents were 
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confident about their organisations using just the rules and guidelines prescribed by data 

protection acts. 

For the questions asked in Interview 1 about Cloud Computing and its usage in Irish firms, 

the first IT analyst agreed that developing technology is improving with modern day demands of 

an organization. He suggested that using a multi-perspective framework for Cloud Computing is 

essential for better maintenance of the data. For the same questions in Interview 2, the second 

IT analyst has opined that Cloud Computing is beneficial for managing cost of operations by 

reducing the need for hardware in the data maintenance process. With regards to the aspect of 

dealing with crucial data, she also opined that CC services in Irish organisations are remote and 

safeguarded to prevent any data losses on the servers. This indicates that the modern IT analysts 

in Irish firms prefer the usage of CC services to improve the technological aspect of their 

organisations. Moreover, it can be stated that the modern IT analysts depend on remote 

accessibility and huge data storage capacity by using CC services to manage the data.  

In the third interview, the IT analyst emphasized that the analytical tools and data vaults 

are the major barriers faced by the Irish organizations while adapting storage from CC service 

providers. However, the fourth IT analyst in Interview 4 has shown a different approach and 

opined that a multi-perspective framework could complicate the workflow, as most of the 

employees in major Irish firms are not accustomed with the advanced technicalities that CC 

services come with. She also stated that the initial cost for implementing CC services in the work 

process of Irish companies may be higher than the usual operational costs. In Interview 5, the IT 

analyst said that Irish companies could experience cost efficiency by implementing CC services 
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into their data storage and maintenance systems. He went further to express the dilemma about 

the reliance on security encryption of CC services while storing crucial data. This observation 

shows that majority of IT analysts in Irish companies do not always depend on the 

implementation of the CC services for cost effectiveness. In addition, they have found major 

difficulties of these services that are more important than the cost efficiency in the annual 

budget.  

4.4 Discussions 

Cloud computing has seen exponential growth since 2006 and is now expected to reach 

an estimated market value of $241 billion by the end of 2020 (Carcary et al., 2014). From the 

survey analysis, it can be observed that 46.5% of the respondents believe that Cloud Computing 

services provide a bunch of facilities such as resource pooling, rapid elasticity, ubiquitous 

network elasticity, and measured services. It becomes clear that the Irish SMEs are familiar with 

the determinants of cloud computing from cost and security perspectives. Most SMEs usually 

have to encounter a myriad of challenges with identification and use of information technology 

before being open to the idea of cloud computing to offer them faster and cheaper solutions 

(Kreslins, Novik and Vasiljeva, 2018). The opinion of the survey participants highlighted that 

68.7% of them think that the management along with IT support take major responsibility in the 

organization. This indicates that Irish companies are training their employees to get accustomed 

to all of the features and positive aspects of CC services. 48.5% of the respondents opined that 

they have learned the concept of Cloud Computing services and its application from the internal 
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needs of the company. It shows that the respective company has implemented the concept and 

application of CC services by its employees to make them more easily accustomed to it.  

As per neoclassical ideology, cloud computing is essentially cost effective, however, 

customers planning to adopt cloud technology should bear in mind the estimates of the 

overheads involved in CC, as per traditional economics perspective (Walterbusch, Martens and 

Teuteberg, 2013). Regarding the cost perspectives of CC services, 37% of the respondents opined 

that the direct users, who are legally called personal data controllers, are the backbone for 

providing services to the external parties via cloud computing services. This indicates that the 

Irish SMEs depend mostly on the direct users for better quality of service. Usually, the SMEs are 

negligent on issues related to employee training on CC, but this can greatly enhance the 

performance, reduce operations costs, and also facilitate rational use of the available 

technological resources (Assante et al., 2016).In identifying the adversities linked with the 

implementation of the CC services, it has been observed that 68.7% of the participants supported 

that the IT department provides major support in the organisation for crucial situations. 48.5% 

of the total participants have stated that they have learned the concept of Cloud Computing 

services and its application from the internal needs of the company. This indicates that Irish SMEs 

are implementing the concept and application of CC services within their daily work schedule.  

In establishing the security perspectives related for implementing CC services, it has been 

found that 45% of the participants use ISO standard for IT security to safeguard personal data in 

the Cloud Computing services. 47.5% of the participants suggested that there are two major 

GDPR challenges that are data probability with implementing retention of data and potential 
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breach of responses with ineffective coordination. These challenges are affecting the security of 

data sorted in the cloud computing system. 39.4% of the respondents have opined that breaches 

in confidentiality are the major threats related to the adoption of cloud computing services. It 

indicates that most of the Irish SMEs are dealing with these security threats while bridging the 

gap in security attributes of cloud computing.  

A solid transition plan to CC can help the SMEs to overcome a number of hurdles, but it 

also poses some hindrances, which when dealt with, can successfully help an SME in transitioning 

to CC technologies. This process could be be explained to the employees using a risk management 

program to ease the transition (Sharma et al., 2016). However, it has been observed that 44.9% 

of the participants have suggested that while adopting cloud computing in Irish SMEs, businesses 

are getting advanced and flexible IT services at cheap costs as an added benefit. 54% of the 

respondents have opined that in order to manage risk factors in Irish SMEs, businesses make use 

of Cloud Computing services to strengthen data security. While analysing the tertiary objective 

of this research, it has been observed that 53% of the respondents agreed that a multi-

perspective modeling approach helps to overcome cost and security concerns within the 

organisation.  

Nearly 80% of UK enterprises have implemented CC into their business operations to 

minimize expenses on IT departments, while it is expected nearly 85% would be introducing CC 

in the operations, among the SMEs in the UK by 2020 (Netstar, 2017). After a detailed analysis of 

the interviews, it can be concluded that there are mixed opinions from all five IT analysts about 

the use of Cloud Computing in Irish firms. Considering the positive opinion of the analysts, it can 
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be perceived that all of them have pointed out the requirement and benefits of technological 

advancements in Irish companies as being essential with the help of CC services. Besides the 

fourth analyst, the other four agreed that a multi-perspective framework for CC services can help 

the Irish business ventures to grow very rapidly. The fourth analyst only opposed this statement 

by showing that many people in these companies are still unaccustomed with the application of 

digital technology. Therefore, it can be stated that the majority of the IT analysts working in Irish 

firms rely on the technological advancement of CC services and application of the multi-purpose 

framework to achieve growth and development. While discoursing about the benefits of CC 

services for managing operation costs, the first three analysts have supported that Cloud 

Computing could be beneficial in this aspect. However, the fourth analyst opposed this 

statement, and the fifth analyst has supported this statement for selective situations. This 

indicates that the maximum number of IT analysts in the Irish firms is dependent on the benefits 

of CC services within their respective organisations. 

Cloud security mainly depends on the data stored by the user and mainly revolves around 

the user agreement between the user and the cloud storage service provider, and most issues 

trace back to the upload of sensitive data to the cloud (Mathkunti, 2014). The question about 

security of CC services while handling crucial data has shown varied opinions from all five IT 

analysts. The first three analysts agreed on the fact that CC services are completely secure, while 

the fourth disagreed with this. However, the fifth analyst has not completely agreed with this 

statement and has highlighted some of its negative aspects. This indicates that a high percentage 

of data analysts in the Irish firms are quite satisfied and more relaxed on the security aspects of 
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CC services, while some of them require stricter encryption methods to protect the sensitive data 

with minimal chances of harm. In analysing the problems faced by Irish firms in analysing data 

and securing storage from CC service providers, the first four analysts have suggested the use of 

computational tools and data sharing processes to help in solving them. The above discussion 

has helped elucidate the various expert opinions on the concepts, usage, and benefits of CC, 

which has helped the researcher align the findings with the objectives, thus facilitating the 

successful proof of the hypotheses. However, only the fifth analyst has emphasized the need to 

train old employees about modern technological advancement to tackle the disconnection 

between older staff and newer technology. This indicates that there is a mixed approach to the 

security of CC, while implementing the services in the Irish businesses, and the IT analysts often 

find it vital but risky when handling large amounts of data. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion and Recommendations 

5.1 Conclusion 

In this research, detailed attention has been given to elaborating on a Multi-Perspective 

Framework of Cloud Computing Services. The paper also analyses the aspect of cost management 

and security benefits of CC services in Irish companies. With the goal of completing this research 

in a systematic manner within the allotted time, the research tasks have been segmented based 

on the aim and objectives formed at the beginning of the study. A brief overview about the 

significance of the research and the basic background data about CC have been provided. This is 

followed by the section evaluating the literary sources. In this section of the paper, different types 

of information about Cloud Computing along with the benefits and drawbacks of the services 

have been presented. 

Next, I described the mythological tools and techniques that were considered in collecting 

authentic and realistic data for the research. In addition to this, I have conducted surveys on 100 

employees working in various Irish firms and interviewed 5 IT analysts as a means of collecting 

primary data about CC platforms and services. The findings helped elucidate the fact that 

majority of the people taking part in the primary data collection process were knowledgeable 

about Cloud services and that there are some companies that make use of CC in their daily 

operations. The data from the surveys and interviews helped me further understand the issues 

that obstruct the adoption of cloud-based services in companies all over Ireland. A broader 

elaboration was made possible thanks to the multi-perspective framework approach of CC used 

in an organisational context, which could help the readers of this paper comprehend the benefits 
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using cloud-based services for the sustainability of the businesses. I have also added a concluding 

section to this research and have presented some suggestive guidelines for companies willing to 

incorporate CC services into their processes. 

5.2 Linking with Objectives 

In order to effectively conduct the various tasks on this project, I paid attention to the 

objectives outlined in the introductory section of this study. Also, to help meet the primary 

objective of analysing the chief determinants of Cloud Computing in the Irish SMEs and other 

businesses, I collected secondary data from different literary articles and journals. In these 

sources, the best way to implement CC into managing the operational cost and the data security 

of the company has been mentioned. Aside from this, I also looked into the secondary objective 

regarding the challenges in the adoption of CC services. 

In this context, the literary sources played a major role; however, overall emphasis was 

given on the results procured from surveys on the 100 employees and interviews with the 5 IT 

analysts. As an outcome of this, some insight was gained about the challenges involved with the 

adoption of this technology. Additionally, some major benefits such as cost effectiveness and 

security in using CC platforms were outlined as a part of the tertiary objective, developed for this 

research paper. This focused mostly on the multi-perspective framework of Cloud services, as I 

used both the primary and secondary data while elaborating on the beneficial side of this 

framework for Irish businesses. This in turn enabled me to present a comprehensive document 

on Cloud services. 
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5.3 Alternative Methodology 

While working on this research, I chose some methodological tools and techniques. In the 

case of the design, exploratory design was chosen, as this concept or topic is rather unexplored. 

However, this process can be complex and time-consuming on several occasions, as I had to look 

for new methods for assessing information. As an alternative to this, choosing descriptive design 

would have made the study less challenging as I would have only been required to describe the 

process of research. I also had the chance to use the inductive approach, where new theories 

and frameworks could have been used by me rather than using the conventional methods as 

mentioned in the methodology chapter. This could have potentially turned this research 180 

degrees and presented a different result altogether (Jelicic Kadic et al., 2020). 

There was also the opportunity for using Interpretivism alongside positivism, which could 

have helped present better interpretations of the existing articles and journals. Apart from that, 

another great alternative method would have been the usage of only secondary or primary data 

as opposed to using both. The combination of both processes could be an effective strategy for 

research. However, it could become a tedious task to keep track of all the information and 

analyse primary data aided by secondary sources. It would have been possible for me to save 

time and money in a situation where only one method of collecting data was chosen. Moreover, 

I had the choice of using case study analysis, thematic analysis, or focused group discussions as 

part of the data analysis process for this research. Moreover, using snowball sampling instead of 

convenient sampling could have been used for the process of finding respondents for surveys 

and interviews (Setia, 2016). 
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5.4 Research Limitations 

The major limitations faced by me while working on this study has also been highlighted 

in this part of the project. The first limitation of this research was the lack of technical knowledge 

about the Cloud Computing technology. This aspect created a drawback when working on 

collecting and representing data. As deciphering various determinants of CC platforms and 

services from different tech journals and articles was difficult for me, this made the research task 

complicated and tiring. Along with this, there was the limitation of time for completing all the 

tasks. However, as this was a very complex research project, the time constraints forced me to 

conclude the project within a very fixed time window. 

Along with this, there was a noteworthy limitation on budget. The overall process of 

conducting online surveys and interviews did not require any money. However, for the process 

of secondary data collection, I had to purchase some books besides the ones present on the 

college’s digital library. These books were somewhat costly, creating a challenge for me in budget 

management. In addition to this, another serious limitation of this research was that many of the 

articles and journals that discussed different factors of Cloud Computing in simplified terms were 

hard to locate on the college’s digital library. This further impacted the time constraint and added 

to the overall limitation of the research. 
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5.5 Future Scope 

In this research paper, I have worked to present the different aspects regarding a Multi-

perspective framework of Cloud and the effectiveness of cost management and security benefits 

for the cloud services. However, as the study was done on a limited time aspect, there is still a 

great scope to be explored thorough research by collecting even more data on CC services. 

Furthermore, the present research can help others gain a basic understanding about the cost and 

security benefits of using CC in businesses. This can help various businesses remodel their digital 

strategy based on the cloud services. Another future potential for this research is to act as a 

reference material for other researchers. With the help of the data presented in this paper, other 

people can initiate their projects on similar subject matters. This in turn can help to create further 

analysis about CC, as there is a limited number of accurate researches. 

5.6 Recommendations 

Based on the results of this research, I have developed some recommendations for the 

business ventures operating in the Irish markets. These suggestions are focused on CC and the 

multi-perspective model of cloud services, which could be secure for use and may be cost 

effective at the same time. The recommendations are presented below: 

The SMEs operating in the Irish market should try to implement better training programs for their 

employees in regard to CC technology. This would allow the business ventures to create efficient 

workforces that are proficient enough to use CC services and conduct business operations in a 

seamless manner. 
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There are three types of cloud platforms; public, private and hybrid. From the viewpoint 

of minimising operational costs, small and mid-sized companies in Ireland could take advantage 

of public clouds, where two or more organisations could benefit from shared subscription plans 

for the process of storing data or using the analytical tools. In the case of larger organisations 

with a higher volume confidential and more sensitive data, private or hybrid cloud be leveraged 

on, as these two types of platforms provide the highest level of data security for its users. 

Another suggestion in this regard is to hire people who are skilled enough to handle the 

more technical or specialized aspects of managing CC services. These people could aid in training 

other employees on using cloud services and also look after the peer-to-peer encryption 

processes during the transfer of data from organisational servers to the cloud space. This would 

ensure the data is secured even further and reduce the chances of data being lost by unskilled 

handlers, and also offset the cost of data recovery. 

In my opinion, I feel like technology is the ‘Goldrush’ equivalent of this generation, and 

cloud computing happens to be propelling the technological revolution. I believe what would 

separate the companies that survive from those who will not, would be their ability to recognize 

the rapid changes and make a conscious effort to evolve at a corresponding pace with the 

technology.   
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Appendix 2 

Consent Form 

 

I________________________________ voluntarily agree to take part in this research study.  

I understand that I am not obliged to take part in this study and that my participation in the study 

is entirely voluntary.  

I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time or refuse to answer any 

question without the need to provide reason and without fear of negative consequences. 

Specific to Anonymous Questionnaire I understand that my responses will be anonymous  

Specific to Anonymous Questionnaire I understand that in the case of completing an anonymous 

questionnaire, it will not be possible to subsequently withdraw my data due to the fact that there 

will be no personally identifying information attached to my responses.  

Specific to Interview I understand that digital recordings will be stored under password 

protection for some time until the approval of their dissertation by the examination board, at 

which point recordings will be permanently deleted.   

Specific to Interview I understand that my data will undergo de-identification during 

transcription and will be rendered anonymous for retention and for the purpose of subsequent 

publications. 

Specific to Interview I understand that I can withdraw permission to use data from my interview 

within two weeks after the interview, in which case the material will be deleted.  
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Specific to Focus Groups I understand that, although the interviewer will explain the importance 

of confidentiality and request it, it is impossible to ensure that all participants in a focus group 

adhere to ethical principles around confidentiality  

I understand that I will not benefit directly from participating in this research.  

I understand that I am free to contact any of the people involved in the research to seek further 

clarification and information.  

I understand that signed consent forms will be retained for some time until the exam board 

confirms the results of their dissertation.  

I confirm that I have had the purpose and nature of the study explained to me in writing and I 

have had the opportunity to ask questions about the study with satisfactory answers provided.  

I confirm that I have read and fully understood the information provided and statements above. 

 

 

Name & Signature of research participant      Date 

 

___________________________     _______________ 

 

Name & Signature of researcher       Date 

 

 


